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Kittitas County Water Purveyors

• Local irrigators, irrigation districts, serving 
about 91,000 acres.

• Actively/proactively working for higher 
water quality to improve wildlife habitat 
AND to support and maintain profitable 
farming and ranching.

• Cooperatively work with other agencies 
representing local interests and collecting 
environmental data.



Irrigation Entities in Kittitas Valley



Total Maximum Daily Loads
• Upper Yakima River Basin Suspended 

Sediment, Turbidity and Organochlorine 
Pesticide TMDL
– Published in 2003, first target in 2006, final target in 

2011
• Wilson Creek Sub-Basin Bacteria Total 

Maximum Daily Load (Water Cleanup Plan): 
Draft Submittal Report
– Published in March, 2005.

• Upper Yakima River Basin Temperature TMDL
– Data collection for Technical Assessment has begun



Upper Yakima River Basin Suspended 
Sediment, Turbidity and Organochlorine 

Pesticide TMDL
Monitoring began in late 

1990s.
Progress is plainly evident 

for TSS and turbidity. 
Progress is presumed for 

DDT and other 
organochlorine 
pesticides.

Need to get to 
approximately 18.6 NTU 
by 2006, 12.6 NTU by 
2011.



Upper Yakima River Basin Suspended 
Sediment, Turbidity and Organochlorine 

Pesticide TMDL
KCWP conducts weekly 

sampling for turbidity, 
bi-weekly for TSS.

Samples analyzed in 
our own lab.

Four turbidity sensors 
and loggers recording 
turbidity every fifteen 
minutes.



KCWP YTD Turbidity Values
- Provisional Data-
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April 6 (CID turned on)

April 13 ( WS & EWC turned on)

April 20 (KRD turned on)

April 27

May 4

May 11

May 18

May 25 (rain event)

June 1

8-Jun

2006 target: 18.6 NTU


chart

				WestSide Tailend		WestSide Tailend		WestSide Tailend		WestSide Tailend		WestSide Tailend		9.94		5.4		5.76		6.41		12.5

				Fogarty/Sorenson		Fogarty/Sorenson		Fogarty/Sorenson		Fogarty/Sorenson		Fogarty/Sorenson		13.4		18.9		19.5		10.2		10.5

				Naneum @ Fiorito		Naneum @ Fiorito		Naneum @ Fiorito		Naneum @ Fiorito		Naneum @ Fiorito		36.5		19.2		17		9.06		17.1

				Cherry above Wipple		Cherry above Wipple		Cherry above Wipple		Cherry above Wipple		Cherry above Wipple		52		17.7		15.8		12.9		12

				Wilson @ Canyon Rd		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		36.1		17.2		14.4		9.53		13

				Wipple above Cherry		Wipple above Cherry		Wipple above Cherry		Wipple above Cherry		Wipple above Cherry		21.2		13		10.5		9.35		0

				KRD Turbine Spill		KRD Turbine Spill		KRD Turbine Spill		KRD Turbine Spill		KRD Turbine Spill		13.6		12.3		13.2		16.4		11.4

				EWC Tailend Spill		EWC Tailend Spill		EWC Tailend Spill		EWC Tailend Spill		EWC Tailend Spill		11		13.9		10.9		12		14.8

				CID Tailend Spill		CID Tailend Spill		CID Tailend Spill		CID Tailend Spill		CID Tailend Spill		11.8		15.6		36.7		15.9		16

				Packwood Spill		Packwood Spill		Packwood Spill		Packwood Spill		Packwood Spill		21		12.4		12.9		12.6		5.23

				Wilson @ Woodhouse		Wilson @ Woodhouse		Wilson @ Woodhouse		Wilson @ Woodhouse		Wilson @ Woodhouse		16.3		8.3		6.9		7.9



2006 target: 18.6 NTU

Boise ratio turbidity

April 6 (CID turned on)

April 13 ( WS & EWC turned on)

April 20 (KRD turned on)

April 27

May 4

May 11

May 18

May 25 (rain event)

June 1

8-Jun

NTU

KCWP YTD Turbidity Values
-Provisional Data-
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by date

		Site Description		YAV#		Date		Date/Time		Water Temp (C)		Air Temp (C)		Gage Height (ft)		Flow (CFS)		Load (kg/day)		DO		DO temp		pH		pH temp		SC		SC temp		Grab/Int		In/Out of Water		Post DI Rinse		Notes		Weather		NO3/NO2 mg/L		T-Phos mg/L		Fecal ct/100mL		E. coli ct/100mL		Boise SS mg/L		Boise non-ratioTurbidity NTU		Field turbidity 2100P		Aussie tube in field (~NTU)		KCWP 2100N		probable turbidity		KCWP TSS mg/L		Boise ratio turbidity				2006 target

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		4/6/05

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		4/6/05		13:50		8.8		12.3		2.06		3																int						very low water -- Fogarty ditch not turned on yet; cleaned staff gage; catttle instream 1/4 mile above site; see pics of slime and sand bars.		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		4.7				3.3						18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		4/6/05		12:00		11.4		15.8		0.59		7																int						staff gage cleaned off		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		3.8				6.7						18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		4/6/05		11:25		8.8		12.3		N/A		15																int						way low water		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		3.9				10						18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		4/6/05		10:38		9.8		11.9		N/A																		int						reps sent with Chris Coffin to Ecy		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		5.5				28.3						18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		4/6/05		9:30		9.9		8.2		2.83		21																int								mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		12.9				43.3						18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		4/6/05

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		4/6/05		10:18		18.4		9.9		0.23																		int						very low water; worker demucking the takeout; lots of sediment -- tried to mix sample		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		14.9				200						18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		4/6/05		10:00		8.1		11.9		0.44		4																int						turned on		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		57.9				40						18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		4/6/05		8:14		17.0		17.0		0.80																		int						relatively low; "gage ht" was taken by flow meter in center of pipe		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		21.1				6.7						18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		4/6/05		12:45		12.4		12.4		1.40		3																int						"gage" level taken with level ruler on concrete pad; flow taken but not ideal		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		4.1				11.7						18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		4/13/05		15:20		8.5		9.8		N/A																		int						water's very green		sunny; rain yesterday																		8.6										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		4/13/05		15:10		10.0		11.5		1.99																		int						very low and very mucky		sunny; rain yesterday																		10.5										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		4/13/05		9:45		4.8		5.0		1.28																		int						much more milky brown than last week; can't see bottle beyond 1 ft.		sunny; rain yesterday																		25.5										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		4/13/05		10:40		5.6		5.9		0.40																		int						lose bottle visibility at 9"; lots of both fine and heavy sediments		sunny; rain yesterday																		22.9										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		4/13/05		12:40		8.8		12.1		N/A																		int						getting deeper, but still low for this season		sunny; rain yesterday																		17.6										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		4/13/05		11:45		7.8		8.2		3.17 logger																		int						can't see deeper than 6-8"		sunny; rain yesterday																		17.9										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		4/13/05																																																														18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		4/13/05		11:30		7.9		8.3		0.32																		int						turned on 4-11-05; too low for textbook-quality integrated but was done int; probably EWC not fully filled yet		sunny; rain yesterday																		12.5										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		4/13/05		11:15		6.0		6.8		0.74																		int						much higer; lots of chunky veg. debris; boards not in place for settling dam		sunny; rain yesterday																		46.4										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		4/13/05		14:40		7.6		11.9		N/A																		int						low and clear		sunny; rain yesterday																		8.02										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		4/13/05		13:20		10.1		9.4		1.50																		int						pretty clear when there's not someone kicking up the sediment		sunny; rain yesterday																		6.13										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		4/20/05		8:20		10.2		11.9		.10 J																		int						very little water coming thru "settling" boards		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday																		3.25				114						18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		4/20/05		8:35		9.5		16.0		1.75		1																int						creek very low; slight drain from Fogarty ditch		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														2.65				3.01				113						18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		4/20/05		12:40		11.8		21.8		1.15		40																int						dark water		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														20.2				18				125						18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		4/20/05		12:10		10.5		21.4		0.39		31																int						lower, slightly more turbid than it has been		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday																		16.2				124						18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		4/20/05		11:30		12.6		21.0		N/A																		grab						little higher, still very wadeable; no swallows here yet		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														14.1				12.5				122						18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		4/20/05		10:20		11.1		16.1		2.75		18																int						fine veg debris		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														13.4				11.8				120						18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		4/20/05

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		4/20/05		9:50		9.5		13.6		N/A																		grab						grab from leaky board; no water over boars, small amount coming through boards -- see pics		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday																		13.6				121						18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		4/20/05		10:05		9.7		14.6		0.20		3																int						water flow higher; boards are up		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														18				15.9				123						18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		4/20/05		9:15		10.0		13.0		0.80																		int						taking ht with flow meter in center of pipe as it enters Yakima River		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														7.86				7.07				118						18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		4/20/05		13:15		13.5		20.6		1.65		15																int						murky looking; difficult to cross or get fair int sample		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday																		9.49				118						18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		4/27/05																																																				8.53										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		4/27/05																																																				15.3										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		4/27/05																																																				10.8										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		4/27/05																																																				13.4										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		4/27/05																																																				13.9										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		4/27/05																																																				14.7										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		4/27/05																																																				8.04										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		4/27/05																																																				13.8										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		4/27/05																																																				16.2										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		4/27/05																																																				12.5										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		4/27/05																																																				7.04										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		5/4/05																																																				4.12				2.5						18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		5/4/05																																																				16.1				37.5						18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		5/4/05																																																				12				25						18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		5/4/05																																																				24.6				55						18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		5/4/05																																																				16.8				45						18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		5/4/05																																																				13.9				50						18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		5/4/05																																																				6.13				7.5						18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		5/4/05																																																				12				15						18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		5/4/05																																																				8.88				12.5						18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		5/4/05																																																				10.4				5						18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		5/4/05																																																				10.7				25						18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		5/11/05																																																				9.94										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		5/11/05																																																				13.4										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		5/11/05																																																				36.5										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		5/11/05																																																				52										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		5/11/05																																																				36.1										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		5/11/05																																																				21.2										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		5/11/05																																																				13.6										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		5/11/05																																																				11										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		5/11/05																																																				11.8										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		5/11/05																																																				21										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		5/11/05																																																				16.3										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		5/18/05																																																				5.4				5						18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		5/18/05																																																				18.9				30						18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		5/18/05																																																				19.2				40						18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		5/18/05																																																				17.7				60						18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		5/18/05																																																				17.2				45						18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		5/18/05																																																				13				40						18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		5/18/05																																																				12.3				10						18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		5/18/05																																																				13.9				15						18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		5/18/05																																																				15.6				15						18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		5/18/05																																																				12.4				15						18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		5/18/05																																																				8.3				15						18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		5/25/05																																																				5.76										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		5/25/05																																																				19.5										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		5/25/05																																																				17										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		5/25/05																																																				15.8										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		5/25/05																																																				14.4										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		5/25/05																																																				10.5										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		5/25/05																																																				13.2										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		5/25/05																																																				10.9										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		5/25/05																																																				36.7										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		5/25/05																																																				12.9										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		5/25/05																																																				6.9										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		6/1/05																																																				6.41										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		6/1/05																																																				10.2										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		6/1/05																																																				9.06										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		6/1/05																																																				12.9										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		6/1/05																																																				9.53										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		6/1/05																																																				9.35										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		6/1/05																																																				16.4										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		6/1/05																																																				12										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		6/1/05																																																				15.9										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		6/1/05																																																				12.6										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		6/1/05																																																				7.9										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		6/8/05																																																				8.12

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		6/8/05																																																				12.5

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		6/8/05																																																				10.5

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		6/8/05																																																				17.1

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		6/8/05																																																				12

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		6/8/05																																																				13

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		6/8/05																																																				0

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		6/8/05																																																				11.4

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		6/8/05																																																				14.8

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		6/8/05																																																				16

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		6/8/05																																																				5.23





by site-rpd

		Site Description		YAV#		Date		Date/Time		Water Temp (C)		Air Temp (C)		Gage Height (ft)		Flow (CFS)		Load (kg/day)		DO		DO temp		pH		pH temp		SC		SC temp		Grab/Int		In/Out of Water		Post DI Rinse		Notes		Weather		NO3/NO2 mg/L		T-Phos mg/L		Fecal ct/100mL		E. coli ct/100mL		Boise SS mg/L		Boise non-ratioTurbidity NTU		Field turbidity 2100P		Aussie tube in field (~NTU)		KCWP 2100N		probable turbidity		KCWP TSS mg/L		Boise ratio turbidity				2006 target				90th percentile

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		4/6/05		11:25		8.8		12.3		N/A		15																int						way low water		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		3.9				10						18.6				30

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		4/13/05		10:40		5.6		5.9		0.40																		int						lose bottle visibility at 9"; lots of both fine and heavy sediments		sunny; rain yesterday																		22.9										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		4/20/05		12:10		10.5		21.4		0.39		31																int						lower, slightly more turbid than it has been		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday																		16.2				124						18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		4/27/05																																																				13.4										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		5/4/05																																																				24.6				55						18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		5/11/05																																																				52										18.6								2

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		5/18/05																																																				17.7				60						18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		5/25/05																																																				15.8										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		6/1/05																																																				12.9										18.6

		Cherry above Wipple		YAV193		6/8/05																																																				17.1

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		4/6/05		10:00		8.1		11.9		0.44		4																int						turned on		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		57.9				40						18.6				49

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		4/13/05		11:15		6.0		6.8		0.74																		int						much higer; lots of chunky veg. debris; boards not in place for settling dam		sunny; rain yesterday																		46.4										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		4/20/05		10:05		9.7		14.6		0.20		3																int						water flow higher; boards are up		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														18				15.9				123						18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		4/27/05																																																				16.2										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		5/4/05																																																				8.88				12.5						18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		5/11/05																																																				11.8										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		5/18/05																																																				15.6				15						18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		5/25/05																																																														18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		6/1/05																																																				15.9										18.6

		CID Tailend Spill		YAV322		6/8/05																																																				14.8

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		4/6/05		10:18		18.4		9.9		0.23																		int						very low water; worker demucking the takeout; lots of sediment -- tried to mix sample		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		14.9				200						18.6				14

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		4/13/05		11:30		7.9		8.3		0.32																		int						turned on 4-11-05; too low for textbook-quality integrated but was done int; probably EWC not fully filled yet		sunny; rain yesterday																		12.5										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		4/20/05		9:50		9.5		13.6		N/A																		grab						grab from leaky board; no water over boars, small amount coming through boards -- see pics		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday																		13.6				121						18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		4/27/05																																																				13.8										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		5/4/05																																																				12				15						18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		5/11/05																																																				11										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		5/18/05																																																				13.9				15						18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		5/25/05																																																				10.9										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		6/1/05																																																				12										18.6

		EWC Tailend Spill		YAV320		6/8/05																																																				11.4

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		4/6/05		13:50		8.8		12.3		2.06		3																int						very low water -- Fogarty ditch not turned on yet; cleaned staff gage; catttle instream 1/4 mile above site; see pics of slime and sand bars.		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		4.7				3.3						18.6				19

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		4/13/05		15:10		10.0		11.5		1.99																		int						very low and very mucky		sunny; rain yesterday																		10.5										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		4/20/05		8:35		9.5		16.0		1.75		1																int						creek very low; slight drain from Fogarty ditch		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														2.65				3.01				113						18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		4/27/05																																																				15.3										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		5/4/05																																																				16.1				37.5						18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		5/11/05																																																				13.4										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		5/18/05																																																				18.9				30						18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		5/25/05																																																				19.5										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		6/1/05																																																				10.2										18.6

		Fogarty/Sorenson		YAV188		6/8/05																																																				12.5

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		4/6/05																																																																		15

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		4/13/05																																																														18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		4/20/05

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		4/27/05																																																				8.04										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		5/4/05																																																				6.13				7.5						18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		5/11/05																																																				13.6										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		5/18/05																																																				12.3				10						18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		5/25/05																																																				13.2										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		6/1/05																																																				16.4										18.6

		KRD Turbine Spill		YAV305		6/8/05																																																				0

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		4/6/05		12:00		11.4		15.8		0.59		7																int						staff gage cleaned off		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		3.8				6.7						18.6				27

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		4/13/05		9:45		4.8		5.0		1.28																		int						much more milky brown than last week; can't see bottle beyond 1 ft.		sunny; rain yesterday																		25.5										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		4/20/05		12:40		11.8		21.8		1.15		40																int						dark water		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														20.2				18				125						18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		4/27/05																																																				10.8										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		5/4/05																																																				12				25						18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		5/11/05																																																				36.5										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		5/18/05																																																				19.2				40						18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		5/25/05																																																				17										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		6/1/05																																																				9.06										18.6

		Naneum @ Fiorito		YAV192		6/8/05																																																				10.5

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		4/6/05		8:14		17.0		17.0		0.80																		int						relatively low; "gage ht" was taken by flow meter in center of pipe		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		21.1				6.7						18.6				21

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		4/13/05		14:40		7.6		11.9		N/A																		int						low and clear		sunny; rain yesterday																		8.02										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		4/20/05		9:15		10.0		13.0		0.80																		int						taking ht with flow meter in center of pipe as it enters Yakima River		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														7.86				7.07				118						18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		4/27/05																																																				12.5										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		5/4/05																																																				10.4				5						18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		5/11/05																																																				21										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		5/18/05																																																				12.4				15						18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		5/25/05																																																				12.9										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		6/1/05																																																				12.6										18.6

		Packwood Spill		YAV344		6/8/05																																																				16

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		4/6/05																																																																		9

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		4/13/05		15:20		8.5		9.8		N/A																		int						water's very green		sunny; rain yesterday																		8.6										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		4/20/05		8:20		10.2		11.9		.10 J																		int						very little water coming thru "settling" boards		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday																		3.25				114						18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		4/27/05																																																				8.53										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		5/4/05																																																				4.12				2.5						18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		5/11/05																																																				9.94										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		5/18/05																																																				5.4				5						18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		5/25/05																																																				5.76										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		6/1/05																																																				6.41										18.6

		WestSide Tailend		YAV187		6/8/05																																																				8.12

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		4/6/05		10:38		9.8		11.9		N/A																		int						reps sent with Chris Coffin to Ecy		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		5.5				28.3						18.6				19

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		4/13/05		12:40		8.8		12.1		N/A																		int						getting deeper, but still low for this season		sunny; rain yesterday																		17.6										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		4/20/05		11:30		12.6		21.0		N/A																		grab						little higher, still very wadeable; no swallows here yet		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														14.1				12.5				122						18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		4/27/05																																																				13.9										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		5/4/05																																																				16.8				45						18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		5/11/05																																																				36.1										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		5/18/05																																																				17.2				45						18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		5/25/05																																																				14.4										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		6/1/05																																																				9.53										18.6

		Wilson @ Canyon Rd		YAV199		6/8/05																																																				12

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		4/6/05		12:45		12.4		12.4		1.40		3																int						"gage" level taken with level ruler on concrete pad; flow taken but not ideal		mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		4.1				11.7						18.6				11

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		4/13/05		13:20		10.1		9.4		1.50																		int						pretty clear when there's not someone kicking up the sediment		sunny; rain yesterday																		6.13										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		4/20/05		13:15		13.5		20.6		1.65		15																int						murky looking; difficult to cross or get fair int sample		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday																		9.49				118						18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		4/27/05																																																				7.04										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		5/4/05																																																				10.7				25						18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		5/11/05																																																				16.3										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		5/18/05																																																				8.3				15						18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		5/25/05																																																				6.9										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		6/1/05																																																				7.9										18.6

		Wilson @ Woodhouse		WOOD		6/8/05																																																				5.23

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		4/6/05		9:30		9.9		8.2		2.83		21																int								mid 60s; sunny to partly cloudy; very slight breeze at times																		12.9				43.3						18.6				18

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		4/13/05		11:45		7.8		8.2		3.17 logger																		int						can't see deeper than 6-8"		sunny; rain yesterday																		17.9										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		4/20/05		10:20		11.1		16.1		2.75		18																int						fine veg debris		sunny, windy; rainy, windy, part sun yesterday														13.4				11.8				120						18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		4/27/05																																																				14.7										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		5/4/05																																																				13.9				50						18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		5/11/05																																																				21.2										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		5/18/05																																																				13				40						18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		5/25/05																																																				10.5										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		6/1/05																																																				9.35										18.6

		Wipple above Cherry		YAV304		6/8/05																																																				13





notes

		







Wilson Creek Sub-Basin 
Bacteria TMDL

• Fecal and E. coli measured as indicators.
• Draft Submittal Document published in March.
• DIP will be published within one year.
• Calls for reductions of up to 86% to lower 

concentrations to a geomean of 100cfu/100mL 
and a 90% value of 200 cfu/100mL of water by 
2020.





Upper Yakima River Basin Temperature 
TMDL

• All waterways in the basin are required to meet 
Class A water quality standards (18°C).

• Technical Assessment (TA) to be based on data 
gathered as early as 1999.

• Department of Ecology modeling Taneum, 
Naneum, Umtanum, and possibly Swauk 
Creeks.



Temperature Listings
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